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KEY FACTSKEY FACTSMISSIONMISSION
Within the rich cultural context of Austria, AIS · Vienna:Within the rich cultural context of Austria, AIS · Vienna:

• • NURTURES an INCLUSIVE learning communityNURTURES an INCLUSIVE learning community
   In partnership with families, we support healthy social, emotional, In partnership with families, we support healthy social, emotional, 

physical, and intellectual development.physical, and intellectual development.
   We differentiate instruction to accommodate diverse interests We differentiate instruction to accommodate diverse interests 

and needs.and needs.
   We cultivate active and creative students.We cultivate active and creative students.

• • CHALLENGES students to strive for personal CHALLENGES students to strive for personal 
excellence and to explore their passionsexcellence and to explore their passions
   We balance an academically engaging program with co-curricular We balance an academically engaging program with co-curricular 

opportunities to empower students for success now and beyond opportunities to empower students for success now and beyond 
AIS.AIS.

   We motivate students to explore new and existing passions We motivate students to explore new and existing passions 
through guidance and opportunities.through guidance and opportunities.

• • Fosters RESPECT through compassion for Fosters RESPECT through compassion for 
others and our worldothers and our world
   We encourage empathy, honesty, and kindness towards others.We encourage empathy, honesty, and kindness towards others.
   We embrace diverse values and perspectives with an aim to act We embrace diverse values and perspectives with an aim to act 

with an open mind.with an open mind.
   We strive to have a positive impact on others and our environment.We strive to have a positive impact on others and our environment.



A Message From the Director
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Upon entering The American International School · Vienna 
one can immediately feel, by the quality of our daily inter-
actions, that we are a community built upon the strength of 
relationships among students, parents, and highly skilled 
teachers.

AIS provides comprehensive opportunities for learners from 
across the globe. We intentionally nurture students in an 
inclusive school environment, challenge them to strive for 
personal excellence through exploration of their passions, 
and foster respect through compassion for others and for 
our world.

We challenge each student’s learning within a rigorous, 
relevant and holistic American/IB curriculum. Our high 
expectations for each student’s learning are well matched 
with an environment of caring and support and can be best 
described as a student-centered approach to learning.
Founded in 1959 and located by the beautiful Vienna 
Woods, AIS has a long-standing and rich heritage of 
achievement, success, and lasting connection. AIS today 
proudly serves 800 students from Pre-Kindergarten (age 4) 
through Grade 12.

Our student body represents over 60 nationalities and over 
30 home languages within the world capital of Vienna. We 
recognize our students as global citizens and value the 
cultural contributions they bring with them from their own 
unique backgrounds. We promote international mindedness 
by celebrating our diversity, world languages and cultures 
and honoring diverse perspectives. Ultimately, we strive to 
develop students who see themselves as connected to the 
global community and have a sense of responsibility to its 
members.

If a school operates for its students, then our alumni are 
the indicator of how well we’re doing as an institution. From 
what I’ve seen of our alumni, AIS is doing exceedingly 
well. I’ve only been at AIS Vienna for a few months, but 
throughout my transition I’ve been able to meet members 
of the alumni community. I’ve been impressed with your 
accomplishments in your professional fields, but I’ve been 
truly heartwarmed to see your dedication to our school. 
Aside from the number of alumni employed as teachers 
and non-teaching staff, alumni are currently serving on 
the Executive Board, the PTF Board, and the Foundation 

Board. I am amazed to see how connected our students 
feel even decades after graduation, and I am extremely 
grateful to each of you for continuing to contribute to AIS. 

Like every other institution, AIS has been forced to adjust 
over the last year. We were excited to open the school year 
to live instruction, but we have not stopped preparing for 
a possible change to our instructional delivery model. We 
have been able to host some events live, but have also 
adapted some events to adhere to government guidelines 
and recommendations. Like our students, AIS employees 
are adaptive lifelong learners.

The AIS family is a unique community. As globally mobile 
students, you came together in your youth to build friendships 
and build common understandings. As internationally-
minded alumni, you have carried your friendships with you 
as you have moved around the world. AIS made you a 
family and we are here to keep you connected to our ever-
growing community. I look forward to opportunities to meet 
more of you in the coming months, and I hope all of your 
families are doing well. I hope you are finding ways to be 
patient with yourselves and each other while we all figure 
out how to maneuver the new normal, and I hope you know 
that if things get tough, you can always reach out to your 
AIS family for support.

 We warmly invite you to be an active and engaged member 
of the AIS community. We welcome you to the journey 
ahead!

Kathy Miner, DEd
Director

My Dear Alumni,

Na Servus! What a year 2020 has been. 

According to Wikipedia: “2020 (MMXX) is the current year, 
and is a leap year starting on Wednesday of the Gregorian 
calendar, the 2020th year of the Common Era (CE) and 
Anno Domini (AD) designations, the 20th year of the 3rd 
millennium, the 20th year of the 21st century, and the 1st 
year of the 2020s decade.

The United Nations has declared 2020 as the International 
Year of Plant Health. 2020 has been designated as the Year 
of the Nurse and Midwife by the World Health Organization.
 
2020 has been heavily defined by the COVID-19 pandemic, 
which has led to global social and economic disruption, 
mass cancellations and postponements of events, 
worldwide lockdowns, and the largest economic recession 
since the Great Depression.”

Unfortunately, Vienna has had its own share of negative 
news this year too. The attacks on innocent people enjoying 
the last lukewarm day before the second lockdown on 
November 2, 2020 was a shock to all. AIS Vienna was 
touched closely by the event as we had quite a number of 
community members (past and present) in the area of the 
attacks. Hence, we were delighted to hear back from our 
knights when we were informed that they were all safe and 
sound.

As an AIS Vienna alum, you are part of a very special 
community. We will always be here to help and brace 

you whenever and wherever we can. Be assured that 
we appreciate all your support and look forward to your 
continued involvement with the AIS Vienna family. If you 
have any questions concerning updating your address, 
tracking classmates, upcoming reunions, or simply 
promoting the good name of our school, please contact us.

Last but not least, welcome to this issue of our online alumni 
magazine, the GlobeSpotter. So much has happened 
during the past year. We tried capturing as many events as 
possible in this edition, with articles and pictures. Whether 
on or off campus, the AIS Vienna community has lots to 
tell. I hope you enjoy the ride through the pages while 
reminiscing about the good old days.

Until we meet again, stay in touch, stay safe, and keep 
spreading that incredible Knights´ spirit wherever you go.

Servus from Salmannsdorf,

Zeynep Gürkök-Müllner ´87
Alumni Affairs Manager

A Message from the Alumni Affairs Manager

mailto:z.guerkoek%40ais.at?subject=
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STRATEGIC PLAN
VISION

To become a center of innovation and excellence, renowned for fulfilling its mission-driven 
promises to inspire student success in a changing and complex world.

PILLARS
1.

Governance &
Leadership

Stable, effective governance 
and vibrant leadership, which 
model and are based on trust 

and accountability.

2.
Learning &

Human Capital
A collaborative culture of 

innovation and continuous 
improvement in teaching and 
learning for excellence in a 
complex, dynamic world.

3.
Identity & Communication

A clear, compelling identity and 
brand, recognized locally and 

globally. Communication will be 
targeted, managed and timely.

4.
Finance, Risk Management, 

Resources
Responsible management 
of resources that enables 
AIS to fulfill its educational 

promises and environmental 
responsibilities.

Environmental Ethics & Sustainability
The AIS community is committed to developing an environmentally friendly school by raising environmental awareness, making 

environmentally friendly decisions, including environmental action and education in our daily routine, and supporting the environmental 
policies of Austria.



The Knights Chronicle
is a newspaper written and produced by 
students of the American International 
School of Vienna. The official website of 
our newspaper is theknightschronicle.
com. We encourage you all to check it 
out! 

The AIS Vienna Community 
Advertisements
is our online community “Craigslist” 
or “Willhaben”. Please help us fill it 
with information about local housing 
for our new faculty and staff as well as 
information about childcare, jobs, items 
for sale, etc. Signing up is for free and 
very easy. Here is the link.

The AIS Vienna
YouTube Chanel
Want to see the school in action: a 
concert, the UN Day, the Director´s Vlog? 
See how the school has changed over 
time? Feel the knights’ spirit again? Then 
take a look at our AIS Vienna YouTube 
Channel. 
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NEWS FROM AIS

For more fantastic, fun, and interesting news and stories from 
AIS Vienna, please take a look at our website. Enjoy! www.ais.at

NEWS FROM AIS
AIS Vienna at Carnegie Hall

Thirty High School singers, accompanied 
by Kathy Heedles (aka Siebel), performed 
in New York’s prestigious Carnegie Hall 
last December with composer/conductor 
Mark Hayes and the Distinguished 
Concerts International New York 
Orchestra. They joined 150 other singers 
and performed forty-five minutes of Mr. 
Hayes’ music in a kick-off to New York’s 
holiday season. The students learned a 
great deal working with a living composer 
in three days of rehearsals. In addition, 
they toured the Museum of Modern Art, 
the Empire State building, cruised on 
the Staten Island ferry passing by the 
Statue of Liberty, and walked in beautiful 
Central Park.  Many thanks to the AISV 
alumni for funding the students’ sight-
seeing on this trip with their donations 
and for watching the performance in 
Carnegie Hall. There were also numerous 
parents who attended the concert and 
were buzzing excitedly around the group 
during the project. Together they created 
and shared an unforgettable musical and 
cultural memory which hopefully will last 
their lifetime.

The Rainforest Trust

The Rainforest Trust media tagged AISV 
for their financial contribution. “Thank 
you to @AISVienna for their recent 
support! Pre K-12 art students and art 
teachers have all worked to create and 
sell ‘Climate Cards’ under the theme of 
‘What a Wonderful World’. Funds raised 
will support the Rainforest Trust and help 
save rainforests!”

Student Led “Model United 
Nations”

Congratulations to the members of the 
AISV MUNoV team! AISV delegates 
excelled at the MUNoV Conference 
held at the UN headquarters in Vienna 
at the beginning of this year. Most of 
our delegates were main submitters of 
resolutions, and many delegates earned 
individual awards.  The AISV delegation 
was small in numbers (11 students/6% of 
total delegates) but won 45% of the best 
delegate awards.

The HS Student Led MUN club meets 
every second week during lunch to discuss 
UN related topics of interest ranging from 
International Laws on Space Debris to the 
Reform of Juvenile Correction Facilities or 
from the International Regulations on AI 
to the situation in North Korea and Iran to 
name only some of them.

Virtual Vienna Night Run

57 Cross Country team members 
participated in this charity run that AISV 
hosted in the Wienerwald. It was the first 
5K competition of the season and we are 
proud of the remarkable effort the runners 
gave on a challenging and scenic course. 
The charity for this year’s race was the 
Caritas “Corona Emergency Aid” project.

National Federation of High 
Schools Honor Roll 

AISV has been honored as the first 
international school in the world to be 
given the NFHS Honor Roll status!
The NFHS or National Federation of 
High Schools is the governing body in 
the United States for all high school 
athletics and activities. Through their 
learning portal NFHS Learn they provide 
over 70 online courses with the majority 
of them being free. There are courses 
for; coaches, administrators, officials, 
students, and parents with a number of 
courses also about non athletic or activity 
topics such as Homework Help and 
Understanding Vaping and E-Cigarettes.

Since 2015 it has been mandatory 
for AISV coaches to complete the 
Concussion in Sport course each 
year but this year we have raised the 
expectation to include; Fundamentals 
of Coaching, Protecting Students from 
Abuse and Sudden Cardiac Arrest.

This year the NFHS has started a 
school “Honor Roll” program where 
schools are honored when they have 
at least 90% of coaches complete 
these 4 courses. With our commitment 
to professional development for our 
coaches, this year AISV became the 
first international school in the world to 
be given this recognition.To read the full 
press release from the NFHS click here.

  
Elementary School Library
At the beginning of the 2020/21 school year, the ribbon cutting ceremony for the new ES Library took place. The students now have 
a bigger, brighter, innovative and nouvelle area where they can spend time reading, researching and checking out the latest books.

http://theknightschronicle.com/
http://theknightschronicle.com/
http://www.ais-community-ads.at/
https://www.youtube.com/aisvienna
https://www.youtube.com/aisvienna
https://www.ais.at/
https://www.ais.at/
https://nfhslearn.com/
https://nfhslearn.com/home/administrators
https://www.nfhs.org/articles/american-international-school-in-vienna-austria-is-first-international-school-to-join-nfhs-school-honor-roll/
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INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE (IB)
The majority of our High School students follow the International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma Program, a demanding course of 
study designed to provide students with a diploma that is recognized by many universities throughout the world. Individual subject 
examinations are graded on a scale from 7 to 1 (7 being the highest and 1 the lowest), with a maximum possible cumulative diploma 
score of 45.

AIS has been an IB World School since 1977, just 9 years after the IB Diploma Program began. We were the 72nd IB school to be 
authorized, now out of almost 5,000 schools worldwide. We are one of the most experienced IB schools in our region (Africa, Europe, 
and the Middle East) and the most experienced IB school in Austria.

Graduating Class Seniors IB Candidates %
Class of 2021 62 52 84%
Class of 2020 70 56 80%
Class of 2019 74 68 92%
Class of 2018 71 57 80%
Class of 2017 69 51 74%

The marks awarded for each course range from 7 (highest) to 1 (lowest).

Higher Level Scores 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
Number of Students 50 79 44 21 2 0 0
Standard Level Scores 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
Number of Students 43 73 50 27 3 0 0

Range of IB Diploma Scores (45-24 points) - Class of 2020

Score Range 45-40 39-35 34-30 29-24
Number of Students 15 26 11 4

MAY 2020 INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE EXAM SCORES

AVERAGE IB DIPLOMA GRADES AWARDED SENIORS TAKING THE FULL IB DIPLOMA

*World statistics based on the provisional report; the final report should be 
released fall 2020.

30 30 30 30 30
37 35 34 34 34

2020 2019 2018 2017 2016

World Average AIS
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A WALK THROUGH CAMPUS A WALK THROUGH CAMPUS
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TIME TO SAY GOODBYE
HIGHER EDUCATION PLACEMENTS

TIME TO SAY GOODBYE
GRADUATING CLASS 2020

The Class of 2020 of The American International School · Vienna held their (Virtual) Commencement Ceremony on June 6. 
If you were unable to tune in to the AIS Vienna’s 60th Graduation Ceremony premiere, you can still watch the video on our 
YouTube channel.

Congratulations to the graduates of the Class of 2020!

The students from the Class of 2020 received 172 acceptances at 123 institutions in 11 countries.

AUSTRIA
Karl Landsteiner University of 
Health Sciences
MODUL University Vienna
Technical University TU Vienna
The University of Vienna (2)
Vienna University of Economics 
and Business

CANADA
Carleton University
McGill University
McMaster University
Queen’s University
University of British Columbia
University of Calgary (3)
University of Ottawa
University of Toronto (3)
University of Victoria
University of Waterloo
University of Western Ontario 
(2)
York University

CZECH REPUBLIC
Charles University (3)

FRANCE
ESSEC Business School 
(Cergy-Pontoise) (2)

GERMANY
Munich Business School
University of Stuttgart

ITALY
International University of 
Monaco

NETHERLANDS
Eindhoven University of 
Technology
Technical University (TU) Delft

Tilburg University
University College Maastricht

SPAIN
IE University - Madrid (4)

SWITZERLAND
Glion Institute of Higher 
Education
Les Roches International 
School of Hotel Management

UNITED KINGDOM
Brunel University London (3)
City University of London
Goldsmiths, University of 
London
INTO City, University of London
King’s College London (4)
Kingston University (2)
London Metropolitan University
London South Bank University 
(2)
Loughborough College
Loughborough University (2)
Queen Mary University of 
London
Royal Holloway, University of 
London (5)
School of Oriental and African 
Studies
St. Mary’s University 
Twickenham
University College London (5)
University of Bath (3)
University of Birmingham
University of Bristol (2)
University of Buckingham
University of Edinburgh (3)
University of Exeter (3)
University of Greenwich
University of Kent
University of Leeds (2)

University of Manchester (2)
University of Reading
University of Southampton
University of St. Andrews (3)
University of Surrey (2)
University of Sussex
University of the Arts London
University of Warwick (2)
University of West London
University of Westminster
University of York (2)

UNITED STATES
Bates College
Bentley University
Boston University
Brandeis University
Bucknell University
California State Polytechnic 
University-Pomona
California State University-Long 
Beach
California State University-Los 
Angeles
Cleveland State University
Colgate University
College of William & Mary
Dickinson College
Drexel University
Elizabeth City State University
Elon University
George Mason University
Hamline University (MN)
Huston-Tillotson University
Johns Hopkins University
Johnson C. Smith University
Kent State University
King’s College
Lewis & Clark College
Liberty University
McDaniel College
Michigan State University

Middlebury College
North Carolina State University
Northeastern University (2)
Pace University
Pacific Lutheran University
Pennsylvania State University
Pitzer College
Rochester Institute of 
Technology
Saint Cloud State University
San Diego State University
SDA Bocconi School of 
Management
Skidmore College
St. Lawrence University
Truman State University
University of California, 
Berkeley
University of California, Davis 
(3)
University of California, Irvine 
(2)
University of California, Los 
Angeles 
University of California, San 
Diego (2)
University of California, Santa 
Barbara
University of Florida (2)
University of Maryland, 
Baltimore County
University of Michigan
University of Puget Sound
University of San Diego
University of Utah
University of Vermont (2)
University of Virginia
Virginia Polytechnic Institute (2)
Wake Forest University
Willamette University
Worcester Polytechnic Institute

https://youtu.be/L3chiRkS6b0


Celso Werlang Garcia ’73

So sad to receive the news of Celso’s 
passing on November 6, 2020. He had 
an immense passion for music and 
languages (that’s probably why he 
became a translator and instructor). He 
loved life and life loved him. A very sweet 
person, always with a smile on his face 
and helping all whenever and wherever 
he could. Our thoughts and prayers go 
out to his family and friends. Servus 
Celso, you will be greatly missed!

David “Dave” Buck
Former HS Principal

We have, unfortunately, received the 
sad news that Mr. Buck passed away on 
October 24, 2020. He was a dedicated, 
smart, hard working AISV community 
member; always ready for a long and 
interesting conversation, as well as being 
strict but also funny when and where he 
needed to be. He was best known for 
owning the cutest dog “Asta” on planet 
earth. Asta became the school’s mascot 
in the 80s and traveled many places 
accompanying the AISV students. Our 
thoughts and prayers go out to his family 
and friends. Servus Mr. Buck! You will be 
dearly missed.

Frank Modica
Former ES Music Teacher

We have, unfortunately, received the 
sad news that Mr. Modica has passed 
away on June 18, 2020. A perfectionist 
in everything he did, Mr. Modica 
was thoroughly an old school Italian 
gentleman. A strict but fair teacher. 
A smart and interesting conversation 
partner. We are sure he leaves behind 
many memorable stories to be told by his 
students and colleagues. Our thoughts 
and prayers go out to his family and 
friends. Ciao Frank, Servus Mr. Modica!

Juliane Yamada
Former HS Art, Studio Art, 
and Art History Teacher

We have, unfortunately, received the 
sad news that Ms. Yamada has passed 
away on April 29, 2020. Ms. Yamada was 
a sweet, smart, helpful, patient person/
teacher and always concerned about 
your wellbeing. We will forever remember 

that serious look she used to put on while 
asking you a question and the cute smile 
she gave you back when she heard the 
response she was hoping to hear. Our 
thoughts go out to her family and friends. 
R.I.P. and Servus Ms. Yamada, you will 
be dearly missed!

Mr. Marinucci Fondly Remembers His 
Friend and Colleague Mrs. Yamada
“Mrs. Yamada was probably the most vibrant 
and accomplished person I have ever known.  
She was a skilled painter, a renowned animal 
portrait artist, a singer, a master chef, a lover 
of animals, an experienced horsewoman, 
and an avid collector of art.  Her home was 
like a museum of fine art which I fondly called 
“The Yamada Collection.”   Of course, it also 
included artworks of her own and, naturally, 
those of her students.

Mrs. Yamada was generous with her talents 
and designed and helped paint sets for 
school plays and musicals such as Anything 
Goes, The Real Inspector Hound, Fiddler On 
The Roof, and Seussical the Musical.   For 
the 2006 production of Once On This Island, 
Mrs. Yamada brilliantly designed a tropical 
set that looked as if it had been imagined 
by the post-impressionist painter Henri 
Rousseau.

Mrs. Yamada loved her Art History students 
and made her lessons even more meaningful 
by sharing some of her own drawing 
techniques with them, often while treating 
them to trays of delicious homemade Sushi.

Mrs. Yamada also loved, respected and 
supported her teaching colleagues, also 
bringing them lunch treats such as Bento 
Boxes filled with wonderful, homemade 
Japanese delicacies.

Along with all of this, Mrs. Yamada was 
kind, empathetic and brilliantly witty.  All 
who had the honor of knowing her, loved 
and respected her for her many talents and 
unequivocal friendship.  Our hearts go out 
to her husband and her daughter Hanano, a 
former AIS student.”
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TIME TO SAY GOODBYE
RETIRING FACULTY AND STAFF

TIME TO SAY GOODBYE
SAD FAREWELLS

Once a 
Knight, 

always a 
Knight.

People are at the center of our work, and AIS said goodbye to 
a great number of faculty and staff who had huge impacts on 
our program. In June 2020, we said farewell to four beloved 
faculty members.

We wish them the very best in their future endeavors and look 
forward to seeing them often: Once a Knight, always a Knight.

Stephan “Steve” Patoprsty
MS Social Studies & HS History
40 years at AIS

Elizabeth “Liz” Straffon
HS Science
16 years at AIS

Bonnie Reinitzer
ES Strings
24 years at AIS

David “Dave” Straffon
MS Principal and Deputy Director
16 years at AIS

Andrew Perrin ’06

The AIS Vienna community has, unfortunately, 
lost a very fine alumnus with Andrew. He was a 
good person with a beautiful soul. Smart, a team 
player, with a quiet personality, always ready 
to help his classmates whenever and wherever 
possible. Our thoughts and prayers go out to his 
family and friends. Servus Andrew, rest in peace! 
You will be missed by all.

TIME TO SAY GOODBYE
SAD FAREWELLS
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RECENT ALUMNI EVENTS

Martin “Marty” Bobek ‘72

We received the sad news from the 
Bobek family that Marty passed away 
on October 4, 2020. A beautiful soul, 
talented woodworker, Lederhosen lover, 
a very funny and kind knight who left us 
way too early. Our thoughts and prayers 
are with his family and friends. Prost 
Marty, you will be dearly missed!

Megan Jenkins
Former Librarian, SAT 
Coordinator and Counseling 
Office Intern

It is with a heavy heart and great 
sadness that we announce the passing 
of our beloved Megan.  Megan was at 
AIS during the school years 2012/13 
and 2013/14. She was a sweet, helpful, 
smart, team and family oriented soul. 
Armed with a smile every single day we 
knew her, she was sure to cheer you up 
and motivate you through the school 
hours. Our thoughts go out to her family 
and friends during this difficult time. 
Servus Megan, we will miss you dearly!

Michael Hanappi ’76

So sad to receive the news of Michi’s 
passing. He was a smart, nice and very 
helpful person full of life, jokes, laughs 
but also deep conversations. A great 
soccer player (which was in his genes 
due to his world-famous dad, Gerhard 
Hanappi, one of Austria’s best soccer 
players and architects). Last time Michi 
stopped by AISV to have a cup of coffee 
he mentioned that “If you need to get in 
touch with Bryan Adams in the future, 
send me a short message. I jammed with 
him couple of times in the past and am 
still in touch”. Our thoughts and prayers 
are with his family and friends. Rest in 
peace Michi. Servus und wir werden dich 
sicher sehr vermissen!

Michael Hofmann ‘74

We received the sad news from his 
sister Carolyn ’74 (photo below) “With 
deep sadness I announce the passing of 
my brother Michael Hofmann on Friday 
September 25, 2020. May he rest in 
peace. Always loved. Never forgetten. 
Forever missed!”

Peter G. Bronson’s ’72

We have, unfortunately, lost another 
knight. What a nice and polite person 
he was. Always with a friendly smile on 
his face and many sweet remarks. Our 
thoughts and prayers are with his family 
and friends. Servus Peter, you will be 
dearly missed. We are sure you are on 
one of your yachts, which you captained 
in the past, sailing towards a beautiful 
sunset. Enjoy the journey!

Stephen Oshins ’70

We received this heartbreaking news 
from his brother Keith ’73 “It is my sad duty 
to inform you that my brother Stephen 
Oshins died this morning (November 
1, 2020) in his sleep. AISV was a huge 
part of his life. He was out on a walk with 
Jonathan Klontz ’70 just yesterday. My 
first thought was to call Yvonne Behrens 
‘70 and Peter Gradjansky ’70. He would 
likely wish me to extend his great love to 
you all.”

TIME TO SAY GOODBYE
SAD FAREWELLS

Class of 09 Reunion
December 2019, Vienna

Classes of 70s Reunion
February 2020, Lake Louise

Class of 71+ Some Reunions, Every Couple 
of Months Since April 2020, On Zoom

Class of 60s Reunion
May 2020, On Zoom
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GLOBESPOTTER MAILBAGRECENT ALUMNI EVENTS
Class of 88 Reunion, June 2020, On Zoom Class of 87 Reunion, July 2020, On Zoom

ALUMNI IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Dr. Hermann Prossinger (Doc)

After leaving AIS, I have been busy in the (academic) research 
world. In addition to my current professorship (mathematical 
and statistical biology) in the Department of Evolutionary 
Biology at the University of Vienna, I had a one-year 
professorship (statistics) at the Medical Faculty of the Sigmund 
Freud University, Vienna.

Currently, I am collaborating (primarily: developing 
mathematical models and statistical analyses using Artificial 
Intelligence algorithms, such as neural networks) with four 
research groups: (a) human ethology, Vienna (human behavior, 
sexual signaling, action cues); (b) emergency medicine, 
Vienna (traumatic brain injury, triage models of survival/death 
probabilities); (c) pain alleviation research, Salzburg (dimension 
reduction algorithms for various categorical variables); (d) 
sexuality research, Prague, Czech Republic (BDSM behavior, 
modes of lesbianism, sexual attraction using saliency, hormone 
research). Yes, I am very busy. Some research groups have 
financed my high-powered laptop and other groups have paid 
for my travelling to conferences (a most recent highlight was 
my holding a seminar in Santiago, Chile).

My daughter is now living in Dresden, Germany, where she is 
engaged; the marriage ceremony is planned for Dec. 19, 2020 
(the current pandemic might prevent that). In addition, she has 
a son; ergo I am a besotted grandfather.

PS: I could not do without adding this favorite photo of Doc and 
me, showing my surprise and delight when he showed up at the 
Class of ‘87 reunion a couple of years ago. #DocRocks!

Craig Merrick Ebner ’67

My 6th grandchild was born recently, a 
little girl named Merrick Leonora Millikin 
- named after me!

Barbara Adler ’68

After graduating from AIS in 1968, I 
returned to California. After two years at 
UCSC, I returned to Europe. After a year 
in France and another 3 years in Austria, 
I moved to Denmark.

I was trained as a cinematographer at 
the Danish Film School and after working 
in the the film industry for several 
years began teaching. Along the way 
I completed a master’s in education as 
well as a master’s in conflict resolution at 
the University of Copenhagen.

I recently retired from the Royal Danish 
Academy of Arts, school of design after 
teaching production design for Film, 
Television and Computer Games for 18 
years. Besides spending time writing 

about the experiences of my family 
during the holocaust, I take photographs 
and paint.

I have spent many wonderful months 
over the past years in Bhutan conducting 
film training sessions.

I am a widow with two grown children  
one in Denmark and one at UCLA.

James Kadane ’68

So here I am with my mentor and his 
wife.  Warren was a year ahead of me 
when we met.  We are both doing well 
and enjoying the “not having to work, or 
go to school, or having to explain our 
long hair” days.

Joan (Wiener) Jones ’68

Left Wien in 1966. Photo is with husband; 
Dick Jones, turning 70 in Colorado.

Sylvan Coles ’68
My brother Dean and I were students at 
AIS in 1960-1962. Fifth & Sixth Grades 
for me and Fourth & Fifth Grades for 
Dean.
 
My Brother Dean passed away of a heart 
attack in February, 1989.
 
We both sat out of AIS the 1962  
1963 as my Austrian Mother no longer 
received the support she needed to 
send us. We came back to the States 
(Chamberlain, South Dakota) in May 
of 1963. Graduated from Chamberlain 
High School in 1968. Graduated from 
Washburn University (Topeka, KS) 1989 
with a BS in Chemistry. Graduated from 
the University of Kansas (Lawrence, 
KS) 2004 with a MS in Environmental 
Engineering. 1970 to Present, City of 
Topeka -  Water Pollution Control Division, 
Section Manager over Environmental 
Laboratory, Wastewater Process Control, 
Residuals Management, Renewable 
Energy Projects. 1985 to Present, Chief 
Administrative Officer of the Kansas 
Water Environment Association, (A 501-
C3, 500 member Association dedicated 
to the education and advancement of 
water & wastewater professionals). I am 
not yet retired and have no current plans 
to do so.
 
I am married to my German born 
(Siegen, De) wife Katrin who is in charge 
of IT Auditing for the KS Legislature ( I 
was born in Vienna).
 
Katrin and I have been married thirteen 
years now since 2007  I lost my wife 
Shirley in 2003 to breast cancer. Together 
we have 6 children four boys and two 
daughters. In order (Dustin, Darcy, 
Brandt, Jacob, Stephan and Anna)
 
Up until 2017, my oldest sister Natalie 
lived in the family apartment on 
Porzellangasse 8, in Vienna and Natalie 
also had purchased a home in Weisses 
Kreuz. Upon her passing, I sold both  >
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properties. Natalie taught theology for 
42 years in the Austrian School System 
and then another 5 years in the church. 
She was our last relative in Austria. My 
Mother is still thriving at 93 years of age.
 
Since 1986, I have been able to get back 
to Vienna yearly. Since Natalie’s passing 
and no longer having a residence there, 
the stays will only be for a few days at a 
time and only to check in with childhood 
friends. Time passes and it is a sad thing 
as I will miss Vienna and truly miss the 
wonderful Austrian family I grew up with 
in my adolescent years. On the Austrian 
side of my family, only my grandmother 
had children, my Mother and her brother 
who was killed in the war. My other three 
great Aunts and great uncle did not 
as they were half Jewish and despite 
surviving the war in hiding the turmoil of 
the war scattered the ones they loved 
and marriage / children did not happen.
 
I hope to be back in Vienna one day if all 
goes well. Stay safe. Alles Gute!

Craig Anne (Roberts) 
Heflinger ’69

Greetings from Nashville, TN, USA! 
Craig Anne Heflinger (‘69 and Adelaide 
in the AIS production of Guys and Dolls) 
and Eric Eisnaugle (music instructor and 
musical director of Guys and Dolls 1968-
69) found out, thanks to Peter Simmons 
Gradjansky (‘68 and Nathan Detroit in 
Guys and Dolls) that they were both in 
the Nashville Tennessee area, so they 
just had a socially distanced visit on 
Craig Anne’s deck to discuss the “old 
days” at AIS -- that 1968-69 year was 
very significant to both of us.  Below is 
a photo of this reunion-HA! We both had 
longer darker hair at AIS in 1969!

Jeffrey Oshins ’69

I’ve just published my fifth novel titled 
“Lake Barcroft”. Those of you who 
are familiar with Washington, DC and 
suburbs might recognize the title as a 
private lake in Northern Virginia where 
I was raised. The reviews have been 
good so far particularly the ones which 
describe the book as a page-turner that 
kept them up at night reading until they 
were too tired to go on. With my other 
artist hand my music is going strong 
if not the performing. A new song and 
video “Petrichor 4” has been a popular 
addition to the “Apokaful” setlist which I 
hope to perform next year in Wien when 
all the elders gather (Facebook group 
AIS Class of ‘71±some).

Maya (Cinowiec) 
Goldenberg ’69

Rafi (Raphael Cabrera ‘80) and his wife 
prepared for us a beautiful Christmas 
brunch on December 23, 2019 in North 
Carolina; inclusive homemade Austrian 
traditional cookies: Vanillekipferl to die 
for!

David Formanek ‘69
Hi Everyone.

My wife Susan Medyn  and I continue to 
reside between shores in eastern Rhode 
Island where she has a psychotherapy 
practice and we keep bees. There is 
plenty to entertain us during Covid 
isolation. I learned how to cook in Vienna, 
and that occupies me every evening. Our 
children also are happy, in Boston and 
New York. And we have a new grandson, 
which makes two. Sadly we have not 
been allowed to see any of those people, 
or my mother either.

The studio where I had been making 
figure sculptures is closed for the 
duration, so instead I have been working 
at writing poems, mostly about animals 
including people. (See “Ass” in Magma 
Poetry #77, July, about a ceramic donkey 
I got during my first year at AIS.) You 
probably know that Pedja Ristic has put 
together a publication of AIS alums and 
their creative work. It’s impressive. There 
were no art classes in the school’s early 
years when I attended.

Our gardens suffered from a drought, 
also from deer and woodchucks, the 
North American marmot. (Woodchuck, 
woochak is a word from the Narragansett 
People of Rhode Island). We got a 
reasonable quince harvest, a fruit I first 
tasted in Wiener Neustadt, in the gardens 
of Carlos von Riefel, the celebrated 
botanical illustrator, in 1964.  I have 
planted four hazel nut trees, which after 
they grow for a few years, will supply 
nuts in excess of what the squirrels 
and deer will take. I like foods that grow 
themselves, like the oysters I can collect 
at low tides. Gemütlichkeit rules at my 
house.

Best wishes to all my friends from long 
ago, and to AIS itself.

Martha “Sandy” Kiefer ’69
I am 68 years old and active.   I live in 
Colorado where I hike and kayak.   I 
belong to a German speaking club 
here.  I work as much as possible as 
a cellist.   With Covid that has cut my 
performances. I am not in touch with 
anyone from my class.  I left when I was 
in fifth grade.   But I enjoy memories of 
Ellen Porter, Roger Cushing, Kristina 
Lind and Terry Fried all classmates in 
Mrs. Katex class. If any AIS folks are 
in Colorado, please be in touch.   I am 
always looking for someone to cycle or 
hike with around the world!

Anthony F. Guedes ’70
It has been ages since I have visited AIS. 
I graduated 1970 (last century) I still have 
contact to just a few old mates: Lucky 
Englander, Yvonne Halberstadt-Wasser, 
Warren Brickel, Hannes Reinisch, David 
Dunlap.

After AIS I went to Welthandel  
University of Economics in Vienna. 
Before I had my Bachelor I quit and went 
off to start in film business. After feature 
film and industrial films I founded 1988 
the Film Factory- which became one of 
the leading Advertising film production 
companies in Austria. I sold the company 
last year and retired. Now I enjoy with my 
wife (enclosed find a picture of a happy 
couple)  who I married 12 years ago  
retirement. For now more than 12 years I 
am teaching at the University of Applied 
Art here in Vienna  Klasse für Ideen- the 
subject film.

David Dunlap ’70
A managing partner at “r5limited” has 
plans of moving back to Vienna around 
the end of 2020. Good luck David!

Joan (Porter) MacIver ‘71

I live in the UK countryside with my 
British husband David and we have 
three wonderful and interesting grown 
up children, all based in the UK. Until 
recently I was the project coordinator for 
a new museum in Basra, Iraq and am 
still involved with the project and other 
work in Iraq as Vice-Chair of the British 
Institute for the Study of Iraq. The work is 
now voluntary as a Trustee. The Middle 
East has been a focus of much of my life 
after graduating from Harvard Radcliffe 
and we have lived in many countries. 
My twin Barbara just left Jordan (May 
2020) and our lives intertwined and I was 
fortunate to be able to visit her often. At 
present I spend much of my time working 
on our East Anglian smallholding - 
cultivating fruit and veg and living off the 
land as much as possible. We have been 
fortunate and are grateful for our lives, 
family and friends. This is a tough time 
for so many. We keep up with family - 
including our Porter siblings - 4 of the 6 
of us graduated from AIS (Dwight in 1963 
and Ritchie in 1973). I have enjoyed the 
Vienna reunions and plan to return.

Photo shows Barbara and me on the roof 
of the Basrah Museum on the Shatt Al 
Arab River in Iraq.

Barbara Porter ’71
Now resides in Washington DC after 14 
years as director in Amman of ACOR 
(www.acorjordan.org). She departed 
Jordan in the midst of lockdown and 
spent time in Cambridge, MA with her 
sister Ellen and her husband Chuck 
Honnet before moving to DC in late 
June. Brothers Ritchie (AIS ‘73) and Jim 
reside in the area and she is connecting 
with them and other friends and family 
members. She hopes to resume leading 
tours to the Middle East as she did before 
she moved to Jordan in 2006.

Predrag “Pedja” Ristic ’71

His latest book “Ein glücklicher Mann” 
(German Edition) & “The Happy Man” 
(English Edition) is out and can be found 
on Amazon. Enjoy!

https://www.amazon.com/dp/0983198195
https://youtu.be/6R7XCaYwhss
http://www.apokaful.com/
https://r5limited.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Ein-gl%C3%BCcklicher-Mann-Mazedonischer-Jahrhundert-ebook/dp/B084WPCCTQ/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=ein+gl%C3%BCcklicher+mann+pedja+ristic&qid=1608661829&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Happy-Man-journey-through-century/dp/B08C9987D8/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=the+happy+man+pedja+ristic&qid=1608661897&sr=8-1
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Christine Dempsey ’72

I was at AIS in 1967 and 1968 for the 7th 
and 8th grades.

I have worked in nursing and property 
management.  I am semi-retired as I 
still work with real estate in rentals and 
property maintenance. 

My home is in Hancock, Maine for 20 
years.  I was married before that and had 
2 children and now have 3 grandchildren 
in Boston area.  My father who found 
work at AIEA in Vienna which brought the 
family there is 95 and living in Frederick, 
Maryland. I stay part-time with him and 
go back to my home and to Boston 
regularly.

It is always interesting to see where your 
former friends and classmates migrate 
to.  The only person who kept touch with 
me is Anne Waligura. Our families spent 
a lot of time together in Austria.

I have a lot of fond memories of going 
to the school and having so much fun 
with an international group of young 
teenagers. The girls loved playing 
basketball to just have fun mainly.  The 
experience enlightened me on how much 
fun team sports could be when you didn’t 
focus on winning so much. Just doing the 
game was enough.

John Jacobs ’72

Hello from Silver Spring, MD! I recently 
sold the company I founded and ran 
for 30 years and am now enjoying a 
partial retirement and my one year old 
granddaughter. I am in close touch 
with a number of members of my 
class of 72, including Julius Spetter, 
Michael Levitsky, Melissa Whitten, 
David Hoelzinger and others. My wife 
Mary and I will be celebrating our 40th 
anniversary in a month, and we have 
three daughters, two in Austin and one in 
San Francisco. Here’s a photo of me and 
my granddaughter Greta!

Esther Rothblum ’72
Has been “sheltering in place” at her 
partner Penny’s house in San Francisco 
since mid-March and luckily San Diego 
State University is online for this whole 
academic year. Esther loves her job and 
had planned to be a professor until age 
70, but now all the software and zoom is 
stressful and she is considering retiring 
in May.

Mark Goleb ’73

Basically doing fine. Semi retired....
most free time is spent being a semi-
lumberjack; felling dead oaks on my 
property. Have “new” 10 month old 
identical twin grandsons. The mom is 
German-American, so we already speak 
some German to them....names are 
Henry Ludwig und Ansel Friedrich.   And 
my sister, Amy ‘71, is also doing well. 
Servus!

John Myer ’74

The beautiful H&M store located on 
Graben (opposite Haashaus) in the 1st 
district, originally belonged to the great 
grandfather of John. Here is a short 
history of the place: “My parents were 
both born in Vienna and fled Austria as 
children with their parents before WWII. 
They met each other in New York, got 
married and in 1962 returned to Vienna 
to run the store. It sold clothing for men, 
women and children as well as fine 
linens. My parents sold the store in the 
1980s to Bally, which sold to Palmers, 
which later sold it to H&M.”

Eric Adler ’76
I am still living in The Netherlands (15 
years) with my wife Gabriele and (at 
this time) both of our children are also 
living here. I left IKEA two years ago to 
start up my own consulting business 
supporting retailers in implementing 
their store concepts in a consistent 
way. I also joined the board of the 
THIMUN Foundation (some of you might 
remember trips to The Hague) where 
Peter Loy is also a board member. One 
of my hobbies has been volleyball and 
I have been a member of the board of 
the European Volleyball Confederation 
(CEV) for a number of years. Recently, 
at the general assembly held in Vienna, I 
was re elected and appointed as VP and 
treasurer of the organization. So I am 
keeping busy.

Jacqueline “Jackie” Hunt ’77

My brother Gary and I attended AIS from 
1969 through 1973. My brother Gary 
passed in 2008 from cancer, but lived life 
to the fullest had a wife and 2 kids.

I am a hairstylist, I have one boy Justin. 
I am living in Milton Ontario, Canada. My 
mother Dorothy Hunt just passed in May. 
I am so sad and miss her so much. I have 
been looking for my friend from school 
Ingrid Toth and would like to speak to all 
my friends that I met there. I think Ingrid 
might be in Hawaii.

Loved my time in Wien; bucket list I 
want to go visit again.

 Sean-Mun Liang ’78
The last time I contributed, I spoke 
about the tennis rivalry between myself 
and Tom Westberg ’78 when it came to 
tennis.  After moving to Basel in 2018, it 
was finally time to do something about 
my other knee and I duly went through 
a “clean-up” operation.  This did wonders 
and Tom commented on my renewed 
mobility.  I decided to put this to the test 
at the tennis club I had just joined and 
proceeded to win the club championship 
for veterans.

Photo: Sean-Mun posing with the best 
member of Tennis Club Old Boys in 
Basel. Sadly, we don’t get to see Roger 
in person too often.

The victory clearly went to my head and 
I then focused on a new pursuit  racing 
in the world’s longest downhill ski race, 
the Inferno race in Mürren, Switzerland.  
When there is sufficient snow, the race 
course is just under 15 kilometres long.  
Sadly, I never made it to the actual race 
as I had a crash of epic proportions during 
a training run.  It brought back some 
memories of my very first ski trip with AIS 
in 1975 when we went to Zell am See / 
Saalbach.  I was a bit of a daredevil then 
and was probably more than a handful 
for Manfred Behrendt who ran our group.  
And I can just picture Rick Chaeff ’78, 

who was on the same trip, and if he had 
been in Mürren, wildly motioning to me to 
tell me that the jump I wanted to go over 
was way too high.  But no.  I hit the jump 
at a shade under 100 km/h and … oops.

Photo: The fantastic setting of Mürren, 
Switzerland with the Eiger in the 
background.

Essentially woke up in the helicopter and 
discovered I had broken various parts of 
my body.  But not to worry, I had a few 
cat’s lives left and should be able to make 
a full recovery.  Will hopefully learn from 
this by putting more effort into tennis and 
giving up on the ski racer wannabe part 
of me.  Anybody interested in a pair of 
racing skis?

Lydia Bergen Allen ’79

Visited the AIS campus mid spring with 
her schoolmate Irene Meier Moser 
’80. Zeynep Gürkök-Müllner ’87 was 
delighted to welcome and give them a 
school tour.

Loved my time in 
Wien; bucket list I 

want to go visit again.
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Paul E. Noronha ’79

I think it goes without saying that our 
COVID-19 world is a very different 
place today than it was at the beginning 
of 2020.  Luckily, my family and I have 
managed to stay safe, healthy and 
enjoying life in Denver, Colorado where 
we moved to earlier last year.  I continue 
to work part time from home for a real 
estate law firm which is based in San 
Francisco, CA. Stores, restaurants and 
other small businesses are struggling but 
things are opening up slowly but surely.  
I have participated in somewhat every 
other month Zoom meetings with several 
AIS classmates:  Rafael Cabrerra, 
Heather Caughey, Irene Moser, Jackie 
(Klein) Baumann, Karen (Birk) Thomas, 
Leslie (Kerr) Josling, Sara Nardi, Steve 
Polansky, Charlie Szabo, Jon and Chris 
Anderson, to name a few.  Our Zoom 
meetings are fun and keep us connected 
and engaged in positive ways -- all 
important to keep our lives in perspective.  
The class of 1979 is tentatively planning 
a reunion in 2021 - exact date and 
location to be determined -- possibly one 
in the U.S. and one in Wien.  The reunion 
will be open to any former AIS alumni.  
Of course, this is all subject to COVID-19 
restrictions.  Greetings and best wishes 
to all!”

Photo: Paul at a Zoom session with 
fellow AISers.

Erik Wagner ’82
Since my graduation from AIS many 
things have happened … I am married 
since 1996...have 2 mature kids, son 
with 24  yrs. and a daughter 22 yrs.

I have worked many years as sales rep. 
for different companies mostly dealing 

with technical products. Now I löst my 
Job due to Corona...I was responsible 
for sales and development in east Austria 
for technical and specialty Gases for an 
italian company until Corona came...

My hobbies are Motorcycling, Icehockey, 
skiing and Tennis. I played 21 seasons 
Icehockey in an Amateur league for 
several tams...

Now I am looking for a new job, but in this 
times and my age it is rather impossible 
to find something...I moved from Vienna 
to lower Austria in the area of Tulln in 
2010.

Erin (Payne) DeDecker ‘82

Hello and I hope this update finds all 
my fellow AIS’ers healthy and safe. 
Our youngest daughter Maddie, was to 
have had her big wedding in August, but 
due to pandemic restrictions she and 
Scott decided to have a small marriage 
ceremony instead. They will have 
their wedding and celebration in 2021. 
Maddie and Scott are enjoying married 
life with their two dogs. Scott analyzes 
statistics for our Canadian Olympians 
and Maddie is an elementary school 
teacher - currently teaching virtually. My 
husband Frank, like so many, has been 
working from home since mid March. 
When universities shut down, our oldest 
daughter Sarah moved back home. She is 
doing her PhD in Engineering Education 
and has been able to work from home 
for the past many months. I retired as a 
Registered Dietitian in mid October so I 
can spend more time helping to care for 
my elderly parents. We have enjoyed our 
cottage this summer and will enjoy our 

ski chalet (and we hope skiing!) through 
the winter. We are all hoping life returns 
to some sense of ’normal’ soon and 
we can get back to visiting friends and 
family, travel, and all that life has to offer. 

Photo: Erin with her dad, Scott, Maddie, 
Sarah, and her husband Frank.

Sara Nardi ’83

AIS reunions via zoom in times of Covid.

Marcel Landesmann ’84
I am living in Vienna and working at Bank 
Gutmann.  I have four kids, Federico 32, 
Sophie 27, Benjamin 14 and Jeremy 11. 
All either graduated from or are currently 
attending AIS. I am still in contact with 
Vladimir Mrvic, Alex Goverdarica and 
Sasa Mladenovic.

Suriya Chindawongse ’84

Fantastic to have met an AIS alumnus 
and old friend here in Singapore after 
more than thirty years! Nice to have had 
tea with Ken Siazon, Class of 1985, at 
the Residence of the Thai Ambassador 
to Singapore (myself). Wonderful to have 
seen Ken again after all these years. 
Hope to meet other alumni in Singapore.

Shu-Hui Huang ’85

It wouldn’t be so special without the 
support of my friends from AIS, Vienna 
to make our 14th charity fundraising 
event for the underprivileged minority 
children in Eastern Taiwan so 
successful. Here are YC Juan, Yuan Yiu, 
Shao Tai Vhao, Shuhui Huang, Peggy 
Lee and KC Yeh in the photo.

Andrew Wegst ’85
The gentleman in the photo is Mr. Djimon 
Hounsou from the movies “Gladiator”, 
“Amistad”, “Blood Diamond”. Who knew 
I would make so many celebrity hosted 
wildlife movies. The animals of 2020 
need our help more than ever.

Looking for something to watch? Check 
out the Amazon Prime series “Between 
the Sea and Shore” directed by Emmy 
winter Andrew. Don´t forget to turn on the 
subtitles. Enjoy!

Barbara (Reich) Harraz ‘87

Barbara is sharing her passion for 
journals, art journals, traveler´s 
notebooks and junk journals on her 
YouTube and Instagram channels. So 
please go and show her some love at: 
“49dragonflies”.

Matt Dedinas ’87
Matt at Eric Trump’s visit to Panama City.

Zeynep Gürkök-Müllner ‘87

80s Reunion

La Familia, after the1st  lockdown, incl. 
Ayse ’95 and Mrs. Gürkök

#KnightsRock

Hajime Hirase ’90
Moved to Copenhagen, Denmark, with 
family couple of years ago where I am 
engaged in neuroscience research at the 
University of Copenhagen.

Shabnam Rezaei ’91
My husband Aly and I and the kids, 
Aliana (9) and Mila (5) have been making 
the most of current situation in Tribeca, 
NYC. We have stayed put since Feb 
and did a small trip in-state for some 
pool fun for the kids. Aliana now attends 
German School Brooklyn remotely 
Grade 4 and Mila has Kindergarten in 
person at German School Manhattan 
which is in our neighborhood. At work, 
at Big Bad Boo I am producing Season 
3 of the animated preschool series “16 
Hudson” which airs on TVOKids, SRC 
Radio Canada, Knowledge Kids, and 
Amazon Prime. We are in pre-production 
on Season 2 of our Hulu original series 
“The Bravest Knight” which just won the 
GLAAD Media Awards. Aly continues 
to use our programs to reach at-risk 
children in refugee camps with partners 
like UNICEF where we implement civic 
education curricula with our series 1001 
Nights. We miss Wien so very much 
and almost daily talk about coming 
back! Sending so much love to you and 
everyone at AIS and auf ein baldiges 
Wiedersehen.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCajhJCzvSYVEvABch20huHQ
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Teresa (Brach) Outhwaite ’91
Michelle ‘90 and Amy ’91 (Snyder) and 
Teresa get together in Florida during 
Christmas 2019.

Tilly (daughter of Teresa) and Norah 
(daughter of Eva Maria Erdei ‘91) on the 
beach in Florida during Christmas 2019.

An oldie but goodie; Sascha Neuberger 
’90 and Andy Behrendt ’91 with Michelle 
Snyder, Amy Snyder, and me. The kids 
belong to Amy, Michelle and me. Photo 
is from 2017 in Vienna.

 

Michelle Vodrazka ’92
After a LOT of hard work behind the 
scenes for the past several months, 
I’m so excited to finally announce that 
I have a new book on the market, Meal 
Prep Lunches: 80 Recipes for Ready-to-
Go Meals. I would love you to support 
my book. Reimagine the midday meal 
with delicious recipes and 10 weeks of 
meal plans for busy people! Creating 
mouthwatering lunches with recipes 
like Chickpea Buddha Bowl, Creamy 
Chicken Quesadillas, Pulled Pork-
Stuffed Sweet Potatoes, and many more 
to choose from.

Ana Tajder-Kelman ’93

After earning her MBA, Ana built a career 
in international marketing, which she 
left to become a writer and journalist. 
Since then, she published two memoirs 
and wrote over a hundred essays and 
articles for various Austrian, Croatian and 
German magazines and newspapers. 
Her second memoir “Titoland” won the 
prestigious “Austrian State Grant for 
Literature”. In March 2020, Ana launched 
her podcast “Thank You, Mama” in which 
she interviews women from all over the 
world about the most important lessons 
they learned from their mothers (if you’d 
like to be a guest, please reach out to 
Ana: info@thankyoumama.net). She 
divides her time between Vienna and 
the USA with her husband, bestselling 
author and screenwriter Nic Kelman and 
their six years old son Kai.

Erin (Kleindorfer) Krupka ‘93
I have been living in Michigan and am 
an Associate Professor at the University 

of Michigan.  My son is starting college 
this year and my daughter is heading into 
11th grade!  My step-children are going 
into 9th and I have two fifth graders!  So 
we have a full house!

Nathaniel Vaughn ’93
Hi all, though I haven’t kept in-touch 
over the years, our friendships and 
adventures in Vienna remain fond 
memories and I do miss you all. I’m still 
living in Australia, working as a Systems 
Analyst in the Australian Public Service, 
and have happily remained a bachelor 
for most of these years; though I am an 
uncle these days to a young niece and 
nephew. Hoping to make it to the next 
AISV reunion and see many of you from 
1993/94.

Prashant Nair ’94

“Tryst with Destiny” wins best 
screenplay at the Tribeca Film Festival. 
Congratulations!

Mark Odette ’95
Married and living in the beautiful State 
of Colorado, our daughter is 8 years 
old. You can follow me on Social Media 
from YouTube to Instagram under 
‘MeekerExtreme’. I’m still in touch with 
Nick Bassett (Class of 1995) on regular 
bases, from time to time other AIS 
students.

Omer Tamuz ’96
I live in Pasadena, California, with my 
wife and two kids, aged 5 and 8. I am 
a mathematician and a professor at the 
California Institute of Technology.

Salvatore Chillemi ’98

My brother Filippo Chillemi and I were in 
Vienna in the earlier 1990’s. I spent 6th 
and 7th grade at AIS, truly two of the best 
years of my life.  Wish we would have 
stayed longer. 

Since AIS:  moved to Atlanta, Georgia. Did 
college at Mercer University. MEd School 
at Ross University. Internal Medicine and 
Nephrology at UMDNJ in Newark NJ 
(now Rutgers). Nowadays a nephrologist 
for North GA Kidney Specialists. Married 
to my wonderful Brazilian wife Maria, and 
have Luca (6) and Valentina (2.5) and we 
live in Woodstock GA.

I keep in touch with: Aaron Fishbone, 
Avi Shai Sharon, Zach Barkan, Kristian 
Karlson, Guillermo Ortiz, Marco Mamoli, 
and Gino Mamoli.

Shirley (Soraya) Vahedi ’99
Here are my memories from good old 
AIS - I was born and raised in Vienna 
and attended AIS in the late 80s. 
Therefore, I know three languages: 
English, German, and Persian (as well 
as a bit of Hebrew and Spanish). After 
Vienna we immigrated to Los Angeles 
with my parents and two other siblings. I 
had attended High School in Vienna (not 
AIS) and when I came to Los Angeles, 
I started with College. Afterwards, 

I took a 9 month course to become 
a Dental Assistant. I am still single.

The years I was at AIS were 1986 
through 1990. I went to Kindergarten 
for two years and my teacher was Miss 
Schuelein. She was an amazing, very 
fun, and loving teacher with so much 
inspiration. The time we had with her 
coloring and doing arts & crafts projects 
were so amazing. She loved each one of 
us the same way and put a lot of time and 
effort to educate us. We had story time 
with her during which she would read us 
books. My very good friend Stephanie 
Schreiner and me used to talk to each 
other during these story times, so Miss 
Schuelein would nicely and lovingly tell 
us now is time for reading books not 
talking, leave the talking for later. After 
Kindergarten I continued with 1st Grade 
and my teacher was Miss Winner. She 
was an amazing teacher with a lovely 
personality. The first day of 1st Grade 
she welcomed everyone with such open 
arms. She taught us all the subjects 
so well that I learned a lot from her. 
When we were good or we have done 
something right we would get a marsh 
mellow. My classmates and I always 
wanted more but she would refuse. I 
knew where she had hid them, so I went 
and brought them out so we all could 
start eating them. Miss Winner found out 
and was very angry with us. But without 
losing her patience, she very nicely told 
me it was not right what I had done and I 
should not do it again. 

My 2nd Grade teacher was also with a 
great and loving personality as well. I 
cannot mention enough how wonderful 
my years at AIS were. Great teachers 
and good education. Everyone knew 
how to teach their best. I had a music 

teacher; Mr. Modica, who was serious 
sometimes but fun the other times. We 
all had a great time with him as well. We 
once had a singing event at Christmas 
for which he prepared us so thoroughly 
that when the event arrived we were 
simply perfect. 

I also remember our recess times during 
which we went to our big backyard 
(playground) to swing, slide, and enjoy 
our time in the lovely green surrounding. 
And then there was the time we spent 
in our huge Cafeteria. Lovely chefs and 
great food, not to be forgotten. We used to 
have Halloween parties in the Cafeteria. 
They were amazing gatherings and 
events which make me miss my former 
school even more.

I cannot wait to go back soon for a 
visit. I want to thank all the teachers for 
showing us so much love and giving us 
endless support. I am thankful for the 
English I have learned there. People ask 
me often where I have my English from. 
I tell them from AIS and that it is the best 
school ever. 

We also had a great Principal, Mr. Glass 
who had a big heart and a wonderful 
personality. Usually principals are 
serious and can get angry at the kids, but 
he was a very unique guy and different 
from the others.
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GLOBESPOTTER MAILBAG
Sarah Lynne Reul ’99

An exchange student from New York, 
who attended AIS for a semester in 
1998, Sarah has a book on the market 
“The Breaking News”. Enjoy! 

Nellie (Black) Brewer ’04

My husband Eli and I had a baby boy 
here in Atlanta - Henry Mathis Brewer 
- born on April 27, 2020 at 7:36am. I’ve 
attached a photo in case you do an 
announcement section! He was 6 lb, 8.8 
oz and 19.25 inches long. He is the best!

Alina Fritsch ’09

Highly recommend for you to watch 
FREUD, a historical-thriller series on 
Netflix (directed by Marvin Kren). Alina 
plays Fanny Kiss in this series.

Andrew John Churchill ’09
I spent a semester at AIS Vienna for 
my 10th grade second term. Earlier this 
year, Nicholas Prufer (‘09), Victor Lee, 
and I (‘09) started The Lunar Company, 
a production studio in Los Angeles, 
California, that creates fictional audio 
series for the podcast medium. Our first 
series release will be in early 2021. Since 
AIS, I finished my undergrad degree at 
Oberlin College, my masters at the Royal 
College of Music, and then spent some 
time going back and forth from my home 
in Brazil and my new home in LA. I miss 
my time at AIS, the friends I made in my 
short stint there, and I look forward to 
visiting Austria again soon.

Bianca Waechter ’14

Bianca was interviewed by the “New York 
Glamour”. Enjoy reading it!

Benjamin Dietderich ’16
Ben won a radio award for an audio 
documentary he did as a series on 
Camp Parson’s Washington. Fun fact on 
the side: his career started by founding 
KSN with Mr. Ellis and continued into 
the future. The podcast provides an 
interesting history of the oldest Boy 
Scout Camp in America where even Bill 
Gates attended. Congrats Ben!

Anne Murray, Former 
Administrative Assistant

Looking for a place to drop by after work, 
to socialize with friends, have a drink and 
a snack? Look no more. Head straight 
to Solas (owned and operated by Anne). 
Local cáfe & bar with fresh wraps & chips 
as well as a Saturday morning breakfast. 
For your sweet cravings, Anne can offer 
you some delicious desserts from her 
second shop, The Cake Tree. Mahlzeit!

Ayfer Gürkök, Former High 
School Math Teacher

Enjoying her retirement for 14 years. 
She has many fond memories from her 
days at AISV and is always happy to hear 
from her former students. Ms. Gürkök is 
sending her warm greetings from Wien!

Daniel “Dan” LoCascio, 
Former ES Computer Teacher

Dan takes us on a walk through Vienna 
by night in the time of Corona. Take a 
look at the timeless scenes captured 
in luminous black and white during the 
lockdown of spring, 2020. A book version 
‘Lockdown: Vienna Nights in the Time of 
Corona’ is on the market now and can be 
ordered online.

George F. Weston, Former 
Grade 6 Math, Science, and 
Art Teacher

Since my time teaching at AIS 1971-72, 
I have taught all over the world, at many 
International Schools. Still single and still 
teaching here in Los Angeles.  I travel 
the world lecturing for Princess Cruises.   
Still hold dear my times in Vienna.

Hans Soukal, Former
PE Teacher

The Heedles had their favorite guests for 
a visit.

Rick Spradling, Former 
School Director 1997-2005

Rick and Kathy Spradling retired from 
international school life in 2018 and 
now live in Pasadena, California. Rick 
works part-time as International Liaison 
for the Council of International Schools, 
traveling (well, in pre-COVID times) to 
international schools around the world. 
Their son Preston (AIS Class of 2000) 
teaches English in the high school of 
the International School of Manila and 
is working on his Ph.D. in educational 
leadership through the University of San 
Diego. Their daughter Miriam (AIS Class 
of 2003) teaches preschool in the Los 
Angeles area and lives a short distance 
from Rick and Kathy, with her husband 
Ross and their two children, Alexandra 
(age 5) and Nathan (age 2). Through the 
magic of social media, Rick and Kathy 
keep in touch with various colleagues 
and former students from AIS.

The GlobeSpotter highlights 
the stories of the AIS 
community and provides 
updates on the present, but 
we want to do MORE. We 
want to connect our current 
High School students who 
love writing and journalism 
with our alumni so they can 
help us document and share 
these memories with you. 
If you are willing to share 
your memory and time with 
a student via a video chat, 
email, or phone call, please 
contact Alumni@ais.at.

https://www.amazon.com/Breaking-News-Sarah-Lynne-Reul/dp/1250153565
https://nyglamour.net/i-am-definitely-a-new-yorker-at-heart-bianca-waechter/
https://solas.at/
https://www.facebook.com/thecaketreewien/
https://metropole.at/product/lockdown-vienna-nights-corona/
https://metropole.at/product/lockdown-vienna-nights-corona/
mailto:alumni%40ais.at?subject=
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GIVING TO AIS
Friendships. Mentors. Moments of personal growth.

The AIS experience doesn’t last long, but it accounts for an 
extraordinary amount of lifelong memories.

During this time of year, when it’s typical for all of us to look 
back on those special people and places that have shaped 

our lives, please help us to keep the Knight experience 
unforgettable by making your gift to AIS today.

Regular contributions by alumni, friends, parents, faculty, and 
staff provide the standard of excellence that makes attending 

AIS · Vienna an unforgettable, life-changing experience.

Your gift every year makes the difference every day!

Please stay tuned for information about giving to AIS Vienna.

TRUE or FALSE? The AIS Vienna campus is located at the corner of Salmannsdorferstrasse and Keylwerthgasse in 
the 19th Viennese district.

Send your responses to alumni@ais.at. With a bit of luck you can win AIS (alumni) goodies. Thank you and viel Glück!

ALUMNI CLASS REPRESENTATIVES
Thank you all for representing your class so well!  For the complete list of Class Representatives, visit www.ais.at/
alumni/class-representatives. The password is: “wienalumni”.

OFFICIAL AIS NETWORKSSHARE YOUR INFORMATION WITH US...
The AIS Vienna GlobeSpotter welcomes news from all AIS alumni. To share information on your whereabouts, jobs, 
families, pets, sports, or anything you think might be of interest, please contact us at: alumni@ais.at.

For information on AIS, please visit our website www.ais.at. Last but not least, please do not forget to sign up on the 
alumni database at www.ais.at/alumni/alumni-database. Thank you!

For Alumni For Everyone
Facebook: AIS · Vienna Alumni facebook.com/AISVienna

instagram.com/ais_vienna_alumni instagram.com/ais_vienna

twitter.com/AISViennaAlumni twitter.com/aisvienna

youtube.com/aisvienna

LinkedIn Group: American International School, Vienna LinkedIn: The American International School · Vienna#AISViennaRocks

AIS VIENNA QUIZ

mailto:alumni%40ais.at?subject=
https://www.ais.at/alumni/class-representatives
https://www.ais.at/alumni/class-representatives
mailto:alumni%40ais.at?subject=
http://www.ais.at/
https://www.ais.at/alumni/alumni-database
https://www.facebook.com/AIS-Vienna-Alumni-792236614199911/
http://www.facebook.com/AISVienna
https://www.instagram.com/ais_vienna_alumni/
https://www.instagram.com/ais_vienna
https://twitter.com/aisvienna
http://www.youtube.com/aisvienna
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/1137727/profile
https://www.linkedin.com/company/american-international-school-%E2%80%A2-vienna
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